Status of weeks claimed and payments
After a week is filed, and the
payment status of the week(s) can
be checked by going to the
Dashboard, and under “My Benefits
Plan” widget, click on View Your
Benefit Summary (as shown below)

All the information about your current claim will be displayed. Under the “In Progress”
there is an issue pending and the UCSC staff needs to look at.

Status of weeks claimed and payments
Sometimes the issue is created by the system, but sometimes it is an error made by the
claimant. The issues can be found also under View Your Benefits Summary as shown below.

In this case the issue was created by the claimant when weeks were claimed. Claimants can
review the answers given by clicking on the blue hyperlink located under the Week ending
column on the Weekly Certifications Review.

Status of weeks claimed and payments
Sometimes the issue is created by the system, but sometimes it is an error made by the claimant.
The issues can be found also under View Your Benefits Summary as shown below.

In this case the issue was created by the claimant when weeks were claimed. Claimants can review
the answers given by clicking on the blue hyperlink located under the Week ending column on the
Weekly Certifications Review.

I have highlighted the answers that created the issues. If they were mistakenly answered, then the
claimant will need to contact the UCSC at 888-313-7284 Monday to Friday from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm to
get a ticket, and a UCSC staff will review the ticket at the time that the ticket is being assigned.

What ticket number UCSC staff is working on?
Please check the Unemployment Compensation website www.uc.pa.gov, and click on the
“Contact Us” Icon as shown next:

The information about the ticket
number worked on the prior day is
being displayed

Other Contact information for Claimants
On the same “Contact Us” screen located on the UC website (www.uc.pa.gov) other important
information on how to contact the UCSC staff is being provided. Please see below:

When do you must reopen a UC claim?
Please remember to always reopen your UC claim the first week that you are totally or partially
unemployed, in special after you have not claimed some weeks, or if you claimed weeks and your
earnings exceed the amount that you are allowed to earn. Please see below:

If you look at the figure shown below two additional were made. First additional has an effective
date of 9-26-21, and this affect the week ending 10-2-21 which has the excessive earnings reported,
and the second additional has an effective date of 10-3-21, and it is for the week ending 10-9-21.

Requesting Backdate
All the additional/reopen/new UC claim will have an effective date as a Sunday day regardless the
day of the week that any of these actions were made. This means, if you are being laid off on a
Friday and you worked full time that week, please file the additional/reopen/new UC the
immediately Sunday after that Friday in question, or any other day after you have until Saturday
to do it.

If for some reason you were off a week, please file the additional/reopen/new UC, and the system
will ask you if you want backcredit for prior weeks, and at this moment only one week (just the week
prior to the additional/reopen/new UC) is allowed automatically by the system to be backdated.
More weeks involved on the backdate must be reviewed by the UCSC Staff.

From the Dashboard click on
“More Unemployment Services”
located at the Unemployment
Services Widget, and click on
“Request Unemployment Claim
Backdate”

Requesting Backdate
The screen shown below with pop up, and select Yes ….

You can change the date of the Effective Date of your claim (Initial claim or reopen) and you must
provide a reason for the backdate. When you are done click on Save, and your request will be
reviewed by the UCSC staff.

